
 

 

The Sanskaar Valley School 

Art & Performing Arts Homework Assignments 
After a rigorous Academic session, it’s time to relax and enjoy your vacations.  Read, bake, 
connect with friends, watch those movies you’ve always wanted to see but take time out to 
pursue your passions as well. Sign up for the online APA activity classes and learn music, 
dance, drama and art or get fit with the Physical activity classes.   

Of course there are Holiday work assignments to do for all the subjects. And while you are 
at it, add a bit of fun with the activity assignments given below.  Choose any one or maybe 
do all…… the choice is yours. Just remember to follow the safe distancing norms and do not 
step out to gather any resources for the activity. Be innovative and use what you have at 
home.    Submit assignments to your class teachers along with your academic assignments. 
We will display all the art work at the next PTM and the best dance and Drama videos will 
get uploaded on the school activities page. And maybe you will be asked to present on stage 
once the school reopens.   

⮚ What’s in a name…. 
Find out the meaning of your name and the stories connected to it…talk to parents and 

grandparents about it and collect backstories- who decided upon the name,  what 
were the other suggestions etc.  Find out the meaning in other languages and 
stories from mythology and folk lore connected to your name. You can do this for all 
members of your family.  

 Use the letters of the alphabet in your name to create a 3D Name Sculpture. Learn 

to write your name and of others in a modern and fascinating way using just paper 

and coloured markers! Combine different fonts and sizes to create an art that you 

can gift, hang on your door or above your bed, or even use as a keychain! The steps 

are given below- 

   

 
 
 
 
 

Instructions 
1. Type out your name using different fonts.  Use thicker fonts to make a better 

base. 
2. Draw out the letters, sketching them lightly in case you need to erase.  Add 

designs in each letter. 
3. Use markers to fill in the designs to create a bolder look. 
4.  Glue each letter to a piece of card stock (or file folder) to make each letter 

sturdy.  Position the letters on the card stock before cutting them out to make 
sure there was enough and not to waste the card stock, and then cut them out. 

5. Then build the structure using a glue gun.  
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 

 Create a collage  

Use newspapers, scraps, bottle caps, buttons, cloth pieces ...just about anything 
from around you to make a collage of your emotions, you as a person, your 
favourites, a colour collage….….the list is endless! Express yourself, your feelings and 
what matters to you. It could be a quote which has changed your life or is your 
“mantra” to deal with things or a social issue you feel strongly about.  

 

 

 

 
 
 

 Learning through Drama 

Use drama to make learning fun and easy. Take any concept from your Science or 
Social studies or even Math and use drama skills to explain it. Record the video and 
send. You can do this task individually or with your friends (but from your own 
homes, following the lockdown protocol)  

 
Some other activities to get involved in……. 

 The ongoing Round Square IDEALS Challenge CGS online painting competition on 
‘Climate Action: Now or Never’ in 2 categories: 12 years and below, 13 years and 
above. Date of submission 20th May.  

 Online painting Competition   in 2 categories-A (Grades 6-8), B ( Grades  9-12)     on 
the theme’ ’Hope with Art’. The artwork can be in the form of drawing, painting, cartoon, 
doodle, sketch and poster. Date of submission 8th   May. 

 Online painting Competition on ‘Fight against COVID 19’ organised by RKKS, Jodhpur 
for 2 age groups- 11-13 years(VI-VIII) and 14-17 years (IX- XII) in the form of a 
drawing, painting, doodle, sketch or poster. Date of submission: 10th May 

*Details of all the completions are uploaded on the website 


